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Loch a Bhealaich Bheithe & Beinn Bheòil from Sròn Coire na h-Iolaire, by Derek Sime (see item on page 20) 

 

 
 

or once Scotland actually had a good 

summer; the weather played ball, we 

had lots of dry, sunny weather and 

anybody lucky enough to be on the 

hills was treated to endless cloud 

inversions. All this coincided with the 

relaxation of travel restrictions, and we were all free 

to visit the far-away hills that had been off-limits to 

most for so many months. 

During the course of the year, Munro Society 

activities have gradually begun to return to normal. 

The Covid restrictions in July meant that only eight 

of us were permitted to attend the Kintail meet. The 

restrictions had been sufficiently relaxed by 

September to allow 16 of us to meet up at Corran, 

followed by 63 at the Annual Dinner in Grantown-

on-Spey. However, once again, the weather jinx hit. 

July was drizzly and extremely muggy, but I 

suppose that was better than endless rain. The rain 

waited for the Corran meet where the drying room 

was put to the test every evening.  

It was a long time coming, but I eventually managed 

to complete my second round of Corbetts on Streap 

at the end of July. We deliberately chose to wait for a 
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cooler day during the long summer heatwave. It may 

not have been a sublime blue-sky day, but it was far 

more enjoyable than slogging up one of the steepest 

hills in the country in 25o heat! I had forgotten how 

steep Streap actually was, and I was told in no 

uncertain terms that next time, I would be on my 

own unless I picked something a lot easier to 

complete on! 
 

 
Heather, Anne, Bill, Andy, Ali and Ralph on Streap 

 

The last few months have been very frustrating for 

me. A foot injury meant I spent more time visiting 

physios, podiatrists, orthopaedic surgeons and 

orthotists than on the hills this summer. I eventually 

started venturing back onto the hills just in time for 

the autumn storms to arrive, and good weather days 

seem to have been few and far between. I have to 

admit that after such a long absence my stamina has 

taken quite a dive and I am considering asking 

Mountain Rescue to go out and search for my hill 

fitness! 

I was very pleased to be able to join TMS member 

Mark Gibson on Ben Cleuch at the end of October to 

complete his round of Grahams and also his Full 

House. For those who don’t know, a Full House is 

the completion of all six lists published in Munros 

Tables (Munros, Munro Tops, Corbetts, Grahams, 

Donalds and Furths). Mark is the 73rd person 

recorded by the SMC as completing a Full House, 

and the 13th Munro Society member to do so. 

Congratulations also to Vice President Alf Barnard 

who completed a third round of Munros on Beinn 

Fhada whilst we were at the Kintail meet. Alf has 

now decided to turn his attention to the Grahams 

(see Meet Report on page 9). 

Talking of numbers, this year Paul Roberts became 

the 7,000th Munroist registered on the SMC list. It has 

certainly been a bumper year, with over 200 

completions registered – not bad considering the 

amount of time lockdown and travel restrictions 

were in place at the start of the year. The rate of 

completions continues apace, with the numbers of 

people taking to the hills increasing considerably 

over the last 18 months, and many new people 

discovering the freedom, challenges and rewards of 

hillwalking. I completed my own Munro round in 

2005 and was given No. 3366. Sixteen years after my 

completion I am now in the bottom half of the list, so 

it doesn’t seem unreasonable that we will welcome 

the 10,000th Munroist in the not-too-distant future. 

At the end of October, Bill Taylor, Alan Watt and 

myself were finally able to present The Munro 

Legacy Story to MSPs and staff at the Scottish 

Parliament. The exhibition was due to be displayed 

just before the start of the lockdown in March 2020 

but was hastily dismantled as the building was shut 

down. Several MSPs visited the display over the 

three days and were very interested in the work of 

TMS and the issues currently affecting the hills. The 

event was sponsored by TMS member and MSP Liz 

Smith, and I would like to thank Liz for her hard 

work ensuring that the visit could finally happen. 

We are busy working away behind the scenes for the 

20th Anniversary celebrations. Our film, Scotland’s 

Mountains – The Legacy of Hugh Munro, is progressing 

well and we aim to premiere it at the AGM in Perth 

next March. A red-carpet affair if ever there was one! 

The first snows have already fallen in the 

Cairngorms so it must be time to get ready for 

winter. I am normally a very organised person and 

as someone who is always very happy to see the 

back of winter and the arrival of spring, I joyfully 

shove my winter kit into the depths of the gear 

cupboard and forget about it. So, come the first sign 

of winter, I am frantically trying to find everything, 

and the washing machine is on overdrive reproofing 

my winter clothes. 

The clocks going back also signals the start of the 

Mountaineering Scotland Night Navigation courses. 

Once again, TMS has sponsored these courses and 

this year 72 people have attended the courses, which 

have been held in the Ochils and Campsie Fells. This 

is part of our aim of ‘Giving something back to the 

hills’ and will help equip inexperienced walkers with 

the skills to navigate in poor visibility and darkness. 

As 2021 draws to a close it is time to look ahead to 

2022. Let’s hope it is a memorable year, but this time 

for all the right reasons.                                           TMS 
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t was a superb summer in the Highlands 

(although maybe not so good further south), 

and if you want to relive those lazy, hazy, 

crazy days of summer, turn to page 20 for a trip into 

the Ben Alder Forest (it was actually the first days of 

the meteorological autumn, but it still felt like 

summer).  

A trip down memory lane in an old Morris Minor 

driven by Malcolm Peart, and the Shepherds’ missed 

summit are followed by a taste of New Zealand from 

Andrew Fraser. Mike Weedon continues his Cuillin 

series and Robin Corlett takes us on the Dubhs 

Ridge. Jan Drye relates a recent post-lockdown trip 

to Scotland and Denny Robinson wonders how other 

members record their hill days. 

Alan Rowan waxes lyrical on island hills  and Anne 

Butler concludes her A-to-Z series. There are also 

two meet reports, now that the easing of restrictions 

has allowed a bit more freedom. The Lindertis Diary 

is there as ever and we have two book reviews, on 

Highland Journal by Jack P Harland, and The Fox of 

Glencoe, a series of writings by the late Hamish 

MacInnes. 

Once again, we have a full 36 pages and lots of 

photographs to illustrate the articles. Many thanks to 

all the contributors, and apologies to those who 

submitted articles which we haven’t been able to 

include in this issue due to shortage of space. These 

will of course appear in the April issue, and while 

this is a good problem for an editor to have, I 

appreciate that it can be a little frustrating for people 

who have spent the time writing an article. 

Please send material for the April issue by 28 

February 2022 to simed44.ds@gmail.com (max. 1,500 

words). The earlier an item is received, the better the 

chance of it appearing in the next Newsletter. Photos 

should be sent as separate jpeg files (max. 2MB per 

photo), and NOT as embedded files. Also, why not 

drop a line to the Postbag section – we like to hear 

from you.                                                                    TMS 
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